
 

 

HEALTHCARE DESIGN EXPO: BOOTH 1133 

ASPECTA EXTENDS COMMERCIAL FLOORING RANGE 
WITH LAUNCH OF ASPECTA ONE 

 
NORWALK, CT -- ASPECTA by Metroflor expands its range of Luxury Vinyl Tile flooring in Fall 
2016 with the launch of ASPECTA ONE, joining the ASPECTA portfolio of LVT contract flooring 
collections sold in 13 countries. Strategically aligned to the needs of the global Architect & 
Design community, ASPECTA ONE is intended for applications where the 3.2 mm, 28Mil 
ASPECTA FIVE is not required. Its value proposition reinforces ASPECTA’s expertise as the 
LVT Specialist.   

ASPECTA ONE features new, exclusive designs but the same high-quality surface textures, 
excellent design and color, durability, and warmth underfoot that are the hallmarks of the entire 
portfolio. The dryback flooring collection‘s 2.5 mm gauge, 20Mil wear layer and 46 wood, stone 
and abstract designs are suitable for many areas of Healthcare environments: Offices, Executive 
Spaces/Meeting and Board Rooms, Break and Waiting Rooms, Dining and Vending Areas, 

Lobbies and Public Spaces. ASPECTA ONE is backed by a 20-year non-prorated commercial 
warranty. 

Here is the range of ASPECTA ONE designs: 

 
TILE – 22 Designs  
Midtown 
Evoking the urban sophistication of Manhattan’s iconic neighborhood: an authentic, rough 
concrete with traces of the production process like wood imprints, drying pores and slight chalk 
efflorescence. The concrete embossing, especially developed for this design, reflects and 
emphasizes these details in a subtle way. 6 SKUs.  
Extra big tile size: 24x24”; Rough Concrete embossing; square edge.  
 
Midtown Prism 
Global trend colors, collected from mega-cities around the world. Can be used as a single 

statement or as an accent with any color of the range. 6 SKUs.  
Extra big tile size: 24x24”; Rough Concrete embossing; square edge. 
 
Manor Stone 
A tribute to Old England: A classic, ancient piece of stone on first view, looking closer you 
discover the beauty of the inner side of bark. The rotary cut of the machine is clearly seen. A 
perfect fusion of two common materials leads to an unusual design. 6 SKUs.  
Extra long rectangular tile format: 12x36”. Satin embossing, microbevel edge.  
 
Highland Step 

A reflection upon the rustic villages of Ireland, Highland Step reflects a ceramic floor with the 
perfect mixture of clay, quartz and oxides to create modern stoneware tiles. Very balanced while 
still accentuated, it gets individuality from glaze details. 4 SKUs.  
Tile format: 18 X 18”; Satin finish, microbevel edge.  
 
 



PLANKS – 24 Designs  
 
Loft Wood 
Pinewood, a very robust species, yet light, easy to work up, flexible at use and therefore 
traditionally a preferred construction wood. When storage and manufacturing sites are turned into 
living spaces, the distressed effects of such floorings add industr ial atmosphere.  
4 SKUs.  
Extra long plank: 9x60”; Barnside finish, microbevel edge.  

 
Coventry 
Traditionally used as a veneer for furniture wood, a Cherry wood floor is found only in very 
exclusive interiors as parquet. Here, using the pure wood as a floor, untreated and in planked 
shape, it develops a sophisticated charm.  
4 SKUs. 
Extra long plank: 9x60”; Natural Timber finish; microbevel edge.  
 
Washed Wood 
Limed wood beams of a barn shed with marks of heavy equipment, agricultural tools and goods.  

3 SKUs.  
Extra long plank: 9x60”; Barnside finish; square edge.  
 
Shipwright 
Oak, the most important wood species in construction as well as in interior design, interpreted in 
a rustic but still modern style. Wood imperfections as well as cutting and planning marks are 
reflected in a sophisticated IRE-emboss. 6 skus.  
Plank size: 8x48”; In-register Embossing; square edge.  
 
Alpine Ridge 

The characteristics of this wood are nearly faded, altered by rain, hail, storm and ultraviolet light 
through the years and then discovered for a new use. 4 SKUs. 
Plank Size: 8x48”; Sawcut finish; square edge. 
 
Dockside 
Even after a long process of drying, this wood of a timber cladding has preserved its original 
natural appeal and shine. 3 SKUs. 
Extra long plank: 9x60”; Barnside finish; square edge.  
 
PATTERNED FLOORS 

A series of planks have been sized 4x24” so various motifs from classic to modern wood patterns 
can be achieved, such as Herringbone, Wicket and Block.  
 
ASPECTA ONE has received Gold NSF/ANSI 332 sustainability assessment certification in 

resilient flooring.  

For further information visit www.aspectaflooring.com   
Discover Aspecta by visiting Booth 1133 at Healthcare Design Expo & Conference 2016.  
Follow us on Twitter @Aspectaflooring 
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